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Species’ functional roles in key ecosystem processes such as predation,

pollination or seed dispersal are determined by the resource use of consumer

species. An interaction between resource and consumer species usually

requires trait matching (e.g. a congruence in the morphologies of interaction

partners). Species’ morphology should therefore determine species’ functional

roles in ecological processes mediated by mutualistic or antagonistic inter-

actions. We tested this assumption for Neotropical plant–bird mutualisms.

We used a new analytical framework that assesses a species’s functional role

based on the analysis of the traits of its interaction partners in a multidimen-

sional trait space. We employed this framework to test (i) whether there is

correspondence between the morphology of bird species and their functional

roles and (ii) whether morphologically specialized birds fulfil specialized

functional roles. We found that morphological differences between bird

species reflected their functional differences: (i) bird species with different

morphologies foraged on distinct sets of plant species and (ii) morphologically

distinct bird species fulfilled specialized functional roles. These findings

encourage further assessments of species’ functional roles through the analysis

of their interaction partners, and the proposed analytical framework facilitates

a wide range of novel analyses for network and community ecology.
1. Introduction
Many ecological processes, such as predation, pollination or seed dispersal,

involve species interactions. These interactions are usually governed by the trait

matching between interaction partners in food webs and other types of ecological

networks [1–6]: species preferentially interact with the species whose trait combi-

nations match best because it allows them to exploit resources most efficiently

[7,8]. By contrast, incongruence in traits might render an interaction impossible

(forbidden link hypothesis) [9]. On the level of species assemblages, the trait

matching between individual interacting species should translate into a covaria-

tion in corresponding traits in the interacting species groups [5], either because the

groups have coevolved or because species from one group can only occur where

they find suitable interaction partners with matching morphology (ecological

fitting) [10].

Species morphology is often used as a surrogate for species’ functional roles in

ecological assemblages. For instance, analyses of functional diversity [11–14]

assume that differences in species’ resource use are reflected in species morphology
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Figure 1. A new analytical framework for assessing species’ functional roles by analysing the traits of species’ interaction partners. (a) Bird and plant species are
projected into their respective multidimensional trait spaces according to their morphological differences. (b) Using data on plant – bird interactions, bird species
(exemplified by the red, yellow and blue circles in bird trait space) are projected into the plant trait space by calculating their interaction centroids (i.e. the mean
position of the plant species that each bird species consumes, symbolized by the red, yellow and blue diamonds in the plant trait space). The position of the bird
interaction centroids in plant trait space can then be analysed in the same way as the position of bird species in bird trait space. All photos & Matthias Dehling, CC
license does not apply.
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[14,15]. However, the link between the morphology of species

and their functional roles in ecological assemblages is still not

fully understood [14,16]. In predator–prey relationships or

mutually beneficial interactions, the functional role of a species

is defined by its interaction with other species in the sense of an

Eltonian niche [17,18]; species that interact with different sets of

species fulfil different functional roles in a species assemblage

(e.g. they forage on small or large prey items or pollinate differ-

ent kinds of flowers). Hence, in these types of interactions, it

should be possible to characterize a species’s role by the

traits of its interaction partners (e.g. by the morphology of its

prey or resource species). Ecosystem processes that are

mediated by species interactions are therefore suitable systems

to investigate whether species’ morphologies reflect their func-

tional roles, because one can compare the traits of species with

the traits of their interaction partners.

Morphologically specialized species are supposed to fulfil

specialized functions in species assemblages [19,20], and

there is indication that the loss of morphologically specialized

species may cause the loss of distinct functional roles in

species assemblages [21–24]. The specialization of species,

however, is usually only assessed by the degree to which a

species’s morphology differs from those of other species in

the species assemblage (species originality) or from that of

the most similar species in the assemblage (species unique-

ness), but not by the originality and uniqueness of its

functional role. Although the inference of functional special-

ization from morphological specialization would be very

valuable for the identification of key species in an assemblage

[25], the relationship between morphological and functional

specialization has never been investigated.

Here, we present a new analytical framework for assessing

species’ functional roles that combines methods from functional

diversity research and network analysis (figures 1 and 2). The

framework characterizes the functional role of a species by

analysing the traits of species’ interaction partners in a multidi-

mensional trait space (figure 1). The framework can be applied

to all types of mutualistic and antagonistic interactions, and

we tested it by investigating the functional roles in two

diversified interacting species groups, Neotropical frugivorous

birds and fleshy-fruited plants, using an extensive dataset of
plant–frugivore interactions from the tropical Andes [5].

These two groups are well suited for this analysis, because

the functional roles of birds and plants are mutually beneficial

[26] and involve several co-adaptations in bird and plant traits

(e.g. between beak size and fruit size, body mass and fruit

availability, and wing shape and foraging layer) [5,24,27–32].

We tested the relationships between (i) the morphology of

bird species and their functional roles in plant–frugivore net-

works (figure 2a,b), and between (ii) the morphological and

functional specialization of bird species (figure 2c,d). We

hypothesized that (i) the morphology of bird species reflect

their functional roles (i.e. which plant species they consume),

and that (ii) morphologically specialized bird species fulfil

specialized functional roles in the species assemblage (i.e.

they forage on plant species that few other species consume).
2. Material and methods
(a) Plant – bird interaction networks
We sampled weighted plant–bird interaction networks at two

sites in the Manú Biosphere Reserve in the Andes of southeast

Peru (‘Manú’ hereafter): Wayqecha (13.28 S, 71.68 W, 3000 m,

upper montane rainforest) and San Pedro (13.18 S, 71.68 W,

1500 m, lower montane rainforest). At each site, we installed

plots of 100 � 30 m (six plots in Wayqecha, eight plots in San

Pedro) and sampled networks four times approximately every

three months between December 2009 and September 2010. In

each round, we observed each transect for 30 h on five consecutive

days and recorded which bird species fed on which plant species

(total observation time 720 h in Wayqecha and 960 h in San

Pedro; further details are provided in [5]). The Wayqecha network

consisted of 1344 interaction events (a bird visiting a plant and

consuming fruits) between 26 bird and 51 plant species, and the

San Pedro network consisted of 4988 interaction events between

61 bird and 53 plant species. The networks were robustly sampled

(see [5] for an assessment of sampling completeness).

(b) Projection of species into their respective functional
trait spaces

We calculated the morphological differences between all bird

species from the interaction networks based on traits that are
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Figure 2. Comparison between morphology and functional roles (a,b) and between morphological and functional specialization (c,d ) of bird species. (a) The relative
position of bird species in bird trait space (the red, yellow and blue circles) and the relative position of their interaction centroids in plant trait space (the red, yellow
and blue diamonds) are compared with Procrustes rotation which superimposes two ordinations until the best fit is reached. (b) The distances between bird species
in bird trait space, d(species), and the distances between their interaction centroids, d(IC), in plant trait space are compared with Mantel tests. (c) The morphological
originality of a bird species (the distance from a species to the mean position of all species in bird trait space) is compared with the functional originality (the
distance from a species’s interaction centroid to the mean interaction centroid in plant trait space). (d ) Likewise, the morphological uniqueness (the distance of a
species to the next similar species in bird trait space) is compared with the functional uniqueness (the distance from a species’s interaction centroid to that of the
functionally most similar species in plant trait space).
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relevant for the foraging of frugivorous birds: beak length and

width relating to fruit choice preferences [28,29], pointedness of

the wing relating to the preferred foraging layer of a bird species

[5,28,30], and body mass relating to energy requirements [31,32].

We calculated the morphological differences between plant species

based on plant traits that are related to the presentation of fruits

and correspond to the foraging preferences of birds: fruit size

and diameter, crop mass and plant height [5,24,28–32]. Bird

traits were measured on museum specimens or compiled from lit-

erature; plant traits were sampled in the field (see [5,33] for details).

From these traits, we calculated the morphological differences

between bird species and between plant species as pairwise Maha-

lanobis distances. According to these distances, we projected bird

and plant species into their respective four-dimensional morpho-

logical trait spaces using principal coordinates analysis (PCA)

[13] (figure 1a).

(c) Projection of species into the trait space of their
interaction partners

We assessed the functional roles of species by analysing the traits

of the species with which they interact. For that, we projected

bird species into the functional trait space of the plant species:

for every bird species, we calculated its weighted interaction

centroid (the mean position of the plant species it consumed;

figure 1b) in plant trait space. The calculation of the interaction cen-

troids was weighted by the observed interaction frequencies

between pairs of species. This ensures that frequently observed

interactions receive more weight than rarely observed links. The

relationships between the interaction centroids of bird species in

the plant trait space can then be analysed concordant to an analysis

of the relationships between the positions of bird species in bird

trait space (figure 1b). Different to indirect ordination approaches

[34] or the matching of specific, individual trait pairs [5,6], this

allows a direct association between the trait combinations of
interacting species groups. Moreover, it facilitates a direct analysis

of species’ functional differences that is based on the comparison of

species’ foraging preferences, and that is independent of species’

own morphology.

(d) The relationship between species’ morphologies and
their functional roles

To assess the relationship between species’ morphologies and

their functional roles (hypothesis i), we used two complementary

approaches. First, we compared the relative positions of the bird

species in bird trait space with the relative positions of their inter-

action centroids in plant trait space with Procrustes rotation [35]

(figure 2a). Procrustes rotation analyses the similarity of the rela-

tive arrangement of points in two ordinations by superimposing

the two ordinations until the best fit is reached and then quanti-

fying the distances between the corresponding points. Procrustes

rotation requires that the ordinations have the same number of

dimensions; hence, in cases where bird and plant trait spaces

are built from differing numbers of traits, the number of PCA

axes has to be adjusted. Because our trait spaces were built

from the same number of traits, this was not necessary. To test

if Procrustes results were expected from chance, we randomized

the interactions between species in the networks (1000 iterations

per network) once with the algorithm of Patefield [36], which

generates random tables with fixed margin totals, and once

with the approach of Vázquez et al. [37], which keeps the connec-

tance between species in the randomized matrix identical to that

in the original matrix. For each iteration and null model algorithm,

we repeated the Procrustes rotations. As an additional test, we

compared the morphological and functional differences between

species by relating the pairwise distances between bird species in

bird trait space with the pairwise distances between their inter-

action centroids in plant trait space with Mantel tests [38]

(figure 2b). The distance between the interaction centroids as a
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measure for functional dissimilarity is analogous to the measure

for functional beta-diversity proposed by Dehling et al. [33].

(e) Relationship between morphological and functional
specialization

To test if morphologically extreme species fulfilled specialized

functional roles in the network (hypothesis ii), we compared

the morphological specialization of species with their functional

specialization (figure 2c,d ). We calculated the degree of morpho-

logical specialization of bird and plant species as the degree to

which their morphology differed from those of other species in

the assemblage, using two measures of specialization: morpho-

logical originality (the distance of a point in trait space to the

centroid of the trait space; figure 2c) and morphological uniqueness

(the distance of a point in trait space to the nearest neighbouring

point in the trait space; figure 2d) [21,39]. Accordingly, we calcu-

lated the functional specialization of bird species as the degree

to which each species’s interaction centroid differed from those of

the other species in the assemblage as functional originality (the

distance of an interaction centroid to the mean interaction centroid

across all other species; figure 2c) and functional uniqueness (the

distance of an interaction centroid to the nearest interaction cen-

troid; figure 2d). To test if morphological specialization reflected

functional specialization, we used Pearson’s correlation tests

to compare species’ morphological and functional originality

(both square-root-transformed) and morphological and functio-

nal uniqueness (both square-root-transformed). Non-parametric

(Spearman rank) correlation tests resulted in qualitatively identical

results. For all analyses, we used R v. 2.15 [40].
3. Results and discussion
(a) Relationship between morphology and functional

role
Consistent with our first hypothesis, the relative position of

bird species in bird trait space correlated significantly with

the relative position of their interaction centroids in plant

trait space (site 1, Wayqecha: Procrustes SS ¼ 0.66, Procrustes

r ¼ 0.59, p ¼ 0.003; site 2, San Pedro: Procrustes SS ¼ 0.63,

Procrustes r ¼ 0.61, p , 0.001; figure 3). Separate analyses

for the seasonal networks yielded qualitatively identical

results. The correlations from the observed interaction net-

works were significantly stronger than the correlations

based on randomized interactions ( p , 0.001 for both null

models). The Mantel test showed that pairwise morpholo-

gical distances between bird species in bird trait space

correlated significantly with the pairwise functional distances

between their interaction centroids in the plant trait space

(Wayqecha: Mantel r ¼ 0.51, p ¼ 0.004; San Pedro: r ¼ 0.62,

p , 0.001). Hence, bird species with different morphologies

interacted with different sets of plant species from different

parts of the plant trait space. Accordingly, the degree to

which bird species differed morphologically corresponded

to the degree to which their consumed plant species differed.

Our findings show that bird species prefer morphologically

corresponding plant species which indicates a trend towards

reciprocal morphological specialization in seed-dispersal
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systems. In contrast, classic network analysis highlighted the

prevalence of asymmetric specialization in plant–animal

mutualisms (i.e. species with many interaction partners tend

to interact with species that have few interaction partners,

and vice versa) [37,41]. Accounting for the morphological

matching between interaction partners appears to reverse this

asymmetry in specialization and instead demonstrates a high

degree of reciprocal dependence between morphologically

co-adapted plant and animal species. This suggests that

network stability may depend both on the asymmetry in the

number of interaction partners [42], and on the presence of

morphologically corresponding interaction partners.

The strong match between the relative positions of

species and their interaction centroids showed that there

was a strong non-random matching in the morphologies of

interacting bird and plant species. This corroborates that

trait matching in species from different trophic levels strongly

influences whether or not species interact [1,3,5,6]. In

addition, our results show that morphological matching on

the scale of individual interactions leads to an overall congruency

in the trait spaces of interacting species groups. Species with cer-

tain morphologies (i.e. combinations of species traits) from one

trophic level interact with species of corresponding morphologies

from the other trophic level, leading to a compartmentalization

of the interaction networks (modularity) [43,44], and also of the

trait spaces of the interacting species groups. The congruency in

the trait spaces also corroborates the finding that trait

matching in individual interactions leads to covariation in the

functional diversity of interacting species groups on large spatial

scales [5].

The correspondence between the morphological and func-

tional differences between species shows that morphological

differences correspond to differences in resource use. This is

in contrast to previous studies that found weak relationships

when comparing morphological differences between species

with the species turnover of their interaction partners (see

Albouy et al. [16] and references therein). However, these

studies considered only the morphologies of the consumer

species, but not those of their interaction partners, whereas in

this study, we considered the functional traits of consumer

species and the corresponding functional traits of their
interaction partners [5]. Hence, we show that the foraging pre-

ferences of consumer species can be described either by

combinations of species traits that describe species’ adaptations

to their resource use, or by combinations of resource traits that

describe the characteristics of a species’s interaction partners.

The degree to which consumer and resource traits reflect the

functional roles of species depends on the selection of traits

and their relevance for the investigated ecological process [5].

Traits that are irrelevant will obscure the functional differences

between species. It is therefore important to include only those

traits in the analyses that are meaningful for the ecologi-

cal process that is studied. We therefore recommend using

quantitative tests (e.g. the fourth-corner analysis for species

interactions in ecological networks [5,45]) to identify relevant

functional traits that determine the interaction.

(b) Relationship between morphological and functional
specialization

Consistent with our second hypothesis, morphological

specialization corresponded to functional specialization.

The morphological originality of bird species correlated

significantly with the originality of their interaction cent-

roids (Wayqecha: r ¼ 0.55, p ¼ 0.003; San Pedro: r ¼ 0.54,

p , 0.001; figure 4a), and the morphological uniqueness of

bird species correlated significantly with the uniqueness of

their interaction centroids (Wayqecha: r ¼ 0.56, p ¼ 0.003;

San Pedro: r ¼ 0.62, p , 0.001; figure 4b). Hence, bird species

with extreme morphologies fulfilled specialized functional

roles in the species assemblages. For instance, in San Pedro,

Pharomachrus auriceps (Trogonidae), Trogon personatus (Trogo-

nidae), Cephalopterus ornatus (Cotingidae) and Aulacorhynchus
derbianus (Ramphastidae) were both very original and unique

in their functional roles (figure 4). This corroborates that the

degree of morphological specialization can be used to ident-

ify functionally specialized species in species assemblages,

yielding important information for the identification of key

species in ecosystems.

The analysis of functional specialization can be used

to assess which functional roles might be affected if a cer-

tain species or group of species disappears from a species
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assemblage (e.g. owing to climatic or land-use changes). The

trait compatibility between resource and consumer species in

the newly composed species assemblages could be used to

assess whether certain functional roles are going to be lost

[46–48]. Based on the functional uniqueness of a species, one

can assess whether lost functional roles are likely to be compen-

sated by other species in the assemblage. For instance, in the

case of our study system, tanager (Tangara) species were func-

tionally not very unique, sharing their role with many other

species (figure 4b), and the local extinction of a single tanager

species may therefore have relatively little impact on the associ-

ated plant species. By contrast, toucan (Aulacorhynchus) and

quetzal (Pharomachrus) species were very unique in their func-

tional roles and their extinction would probably trigger a

functional disruption for their associated plant species in the

tropical Andes (e.g. a marked reduction in seed dispersal).

Hence, our framework could be used to assess the secondary

extinction risks for species’ interaction partners, and allows

testing which species from other trophic levels are likely to

be affected if a particular species is lost from a site. By account-

ing for the morphological similarity among species, our

approach may be used to predict likelihoods of secondary

species extinctions, and it would go beyond predictions of clas-

sic network analysis, which cannot account for the flexibility

of species in switching to other, morphologically similar

interaction partners.

(c) Analyses of functional diversity across taxa
Another important application of our framework could be the

comparison of functional roles of unrelated taxa in mutualistic

or antagonistic ecological networks. Similar functional roles in

species assemblages can be fulfilled by species from distantly

related taxa whose morphologies cannot be directly compared

(e.g. mammals and birds in seed-dispersal networks or several
vertebrate and invertebrate taxa in pollination networks)

[49–51]. Analyses of functional diversity calculated from mor-

phological traits have therefore been restricted to analyses

within a single taxon [5,16,33,39,52]. If species from different

taxa fulfil similar, converging functional roles in different

regions, then this might result in incomplete and misleading pat-

terns of functional diversity. The projection of species into the

trait space of their interaction partners, as proposed in this

study, allows for a direct comparison of the functional roles of

unrelated taxa with differing morphologies, and hence a quanti-

fication of the functional diversity of species assemblages across

taxa and regions. This represents an important conceptual

advance that will facilitate the analysis of the factors underlying

the evolution of functional roles in species assemblages.
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